How to keep your

marketing emails out
of the spam folder
with great copywriting
and other must-know tips + tricks

Today,

you will learn:

Copywriting techniques that keep your email out of the spam folder
How to use subject lines to increase your open rates
What it means to personalize your emails (and how to do it!)
How much copy REALLY need to go in your emails
What words you might be using that could be triggering the spam filter
PLUS - other things you might be doing that are sending your emails
straight to spam

Hey! My name is Liz.
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I'm a copywriter with 10+ years of experience in the
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One of my favorite things to do is create email

03

field.

sequences.

I am *STOKED* that you're here today.
If you have any questions on this mini training, send

04

me an email: hello@lizslyman.com. My inbox is always
open!

Let's begin!

might email
inbox providers mark
some of your emails
emails as spam?
Why

1. Your open rates + engage

ment are

low.
The technology behind modern inbox providers is efficient; if you subscribers simply aren't opening your
emails (and are either ignoring them or just hitting delete), inbox providers determine that these emails
aren't useful to subscribers, and begin classifying them as spam.

THE FIX: Create Click-Worthy Subject Lines

Creating Click-Worthy
Your subject line is the first impression of what might be in your
email. Make it count!

Writing a click-worthy subject line means piquing your audiences' interest
without telling them exactly what's inside.

For example:

This is the one thing you're missing to fully automate your
business.
I have a quick question.
Was it something I said?

These three subject lines are enough to spark curiousity and earn
the click without spoiling the surprise about what your email is
about.

NOTE: It's extremely important that your subject lines match the
content in your email. Using deceptive headlines is actually illegal!
So, if your subject line is "this is the one thing you're missing to fully
automate your business," your content needs to match.

Subject Lines

mails sound too much like
spam or marketing.
2.Your e

Email inbox providers have evolved to understand contenxt + nuance, and can determine whether or not an email is
a spam or marketing email just by the language.

Although marketing emails aren't spam, inbox providers (such as Gmail) are starting to place non-personal emails
into a promotions folder, which means your emails can still get buried. And if they get buried too often, your open
rates decrease and the next thing you know, your emails are bypassing the promotions folder altogether and going
straight to spam.

THE FIX: Personalize Your Messaging

Personalize Your Email Copy
Write your marketing emails in the same tone and
cadence as if you were writing to a friend.

For example, you wouldn't say "AND IF YOU ACT
NOW!" if you were sending an email to someone you
know personally.

Write with minimal "sales language" by conveying
the value of your offers rather than trying to push
for a conversion (and this isn't just great for
making sure your emails hit the inbox, it also
helps you build a more authentic connection with
your subscribers and is more likely to result in a
sale).

3.Your e

mails don't contain enough

copy
Your text-to-image ratio makes a big difference to inbox providers. Many inbox providers use the this ratio to
determine whether or not your email is spam.

Combine this with the fact that many email users turn off the automatic download feature and your emails may
show up blank, resulting in an unsubscribe (and as you now know, too many unsubscribes can trigger spam filters).

THE FIX: Write More Email Copy

Writing More Email Copy
A good rule of thumb is to follow the 60-40 rule.
This means that AT LEAST 60% of your email
should be text-based with the remainder being
image-based.

And remember: your emails should make sense if
all of the images are removed, in case your
subscribers have automatic download turned off.

4.Your e

mail copy is using too many

m trigger words

spa

There are numerous words that can trigger the spam filter (and some might surprise you).

Using spam trigger words isn't always going to send you straight to spam, but using too many of these words,
especially in a single email, can set off alarm bells with inbox providers.

THE FIX: Strategic Email Copy

Strategic Email Copy
Avoiding obvious (and not so obvious) spam trigger words can be
difficult, but isn't impossible.

This is where copywriting skills really come in handy.

Consider switching out spam trigger words with synonyms or get
more descriptive with you copy.

For example, "financial freedom" might trigger the spam filter.

Exchange his phrase with a better description of "financial freedom"
such as "having enough resources in your savings account that you
don't have to stress about your bills anymore."

(And, so you have this in your arsenal, here's a list o 116 spam trigger
words)

5. Your e

mails don't apply to

subscribers
Your emails need to be written for a specific audience.

It's likely that not every email you send out is intended for every single one of your subscribers. When your subscribers
are receiving too many emails that don't apply to them, they start ignoring your emails, hitting delete, unsubscribing,
or even marking your emails as spam.

THE FIX: Write for a Segmented List

Write for

Segments of Your List

Segementing your list isn't just smarter marketing, it can help you
achieve higher open rates and prevent your subscribers from
leaving your list.

Your email service provider more than likely has the capability to
divide your list into segments by location, purchase history,
interests, and more.

For example, you can target previous purchasers on your email list
and send them specific messages letting them know that because
they've previously purchased X, they might be interested in
purchasing Y.

Segment your list and write your copy specifically for the
recipients.

Other

Reasons Your

Email Might be Going to Spam

You don't have permission to send emails to your recipients.
Even if it's legal to send cold marketing emails where you live (and it most likely isn't) it's against the TOS for every reputable email
service provider. If you don't have consent to send emails to any of the subscribers on your list, they're likely hitting delete or marking
you as spam, which means getting sent to spam more often, even for the subscribers you DO have permission to send to.

Your subscribers don't remember who you are.
If you send emails very infrequently, it's very possible your subscribers don't remember who you are or that they signed up for your
email list. This often results in clicking delete without opening, sending to spam, or a lot of people unsubscribing at once when you
DO send your next marketing email. These actions can trigger the spam filter the next time you send out an email. To avoid this, send
emails frequently enough that your subscribers recognize your name and business.

Your email "send from" address doesn't match your domain.
If your email service provider has your website registered as "website.com," your send from email address needs to also send from
"website.com." Spammers often do the opposite. If your send from address doesn't match your domain, inbox providers will assume
that you're a spammer as well.

Thanks for joining me today!
mini-training help you? I'd love to hear!
Send me an email: hello@lizslyman.com or find me
on Instagram @letstalkcopy

How did this

For more information and other copywriting resources, visit lizslyman.com

